OBITUARY
A tribute to Hans O. Lyon 1932 Lyon −2018 Hans Oluf Lyon passed away June 28 2018, thus ending a long and distinguished career as an educator, histochemist, physician and leader. Those of us in the Biological Stain Commission (BSC) knew him owing to his long service to our organization: Trustee for seven terms, from 1997 to 2018, then Trustee Emeritus in April of 2018. He is uniformly remembered as a thoughtful, quiet and scholarly person; a great guy who always took the time to listen. He was a gentleman in the truest sense of the word. He spoke to the group only when he had something important to say. In private conversations, he showed a delightfully dry humor. He was diligent in deciding what was best for the BSC and in meetings with other organizations, he always seemed to know more than everyone else and he had the grace and class to share his understanding quietly and respectfully. One colleague noted that Hans provided much guidance, which proved to be of lifelong value. Another was told, before meeting Hans, "You will like Hans Lyon; he is a noble and absolutely honest man." Born in Denmark, December 14 1932, Hans and his family moved to Northern Ireland to escape the German occupation during World War II. His English language skills were perfect, but a keen ear could detect the influence of his childhood. After the war, during the summer of 1945, the family returned to Denmark. At the age of 30, Hans qualified in medicine. He met his wife, Gyda, in 1958 and they were married in 1960. They shared a passion for gardens and made several tours of famous British gardens. Not surprising for a quiet man, Hans enjoyed walks in the woods or along canals, with quiet conversation among friends.
Hans was so humble that most of us knew little of his accomplishments. We learn now that those accomplishments were legion. Much of the following review of Hans' career is taken from an extraordinary publication: Clausen 
Personal tributes and remembrances
Sometimes I have wondered if Hans Lyon specialised in disconcerting me, although he probably didn't mean to. Indeed, he usually didn't know he hadand he might well have been embarrassed to have known. But, as he was a courteous man, albeit persistent and strong willed, I never felt disrespected. Consequently, I could learn from the experiences. So let me tell you of a couple of such times… There was the occasion when I learned a little more of the benefits of scientific humility. This occurred when a scientific viewpoint I'd publically espoused many times, in print and presentations, crashed to earth. As soon as I had read the experimental results Hans and his buddy had published, my story was over and gone: a classic of "the slaying of a beautiful theory by an ugly fact". Back to drawing board … and, thank you, Hans. Aside: the theory concerned the mode of action of the methyl green-pyronin stain, but that is of little matter here.
And then there was the time I learned why to travel light. Arriving at an almost deserted airport, I found my hold baggage-with my respectable "give a lecture" clotheswas lost. Panic! Found, after an hour of increasing anxiety, where it had fallen from a luggage trolley. But this delay let me meet Hans, arriving on the final flight of the day. Who strolled off the flight and into the almost empty arrivals lounge, carrying all his luggage in a small shoulder bag. Aside: this time my learning was limited to "why" as Hans' how still evades me.
Hans Lyon: a good man, a warm hearted man, a courteous man, a smart man. And a man much missed.
Richard W. Horobin, Vice-President, Biological Stain Commission
While I was working on my doctoral degree in the 1970s, I read nearly every paper Hans published about histochemistry. He was among my idols as I began my adventure in the field. His writing revealed a brilliant scientist worthy of emulation.
In more recent years, I came to know Hans personally through annual meetings of the Biological Stain Commission. He was a faithful attendee and contributor. His comments always were thoughtful, but as a naturally reserved person, he offered his insights quietly and sparingly. But when he spoke, we listened.
As a quiet sort of fellow myself, I naturally was drawn to him. He was always gracious toward me and seemed to enjoy our time together. We spent many hours sitting together in meetings, dinners and for late night coffee afterward. I always looked forward to spending time with him. I am blessed and forever grateful for the privilege of forming a friendship with my hero.
Hans truly was a gentleman at a time when gentlemen are rare. He was a giant in his field of study and warm in his personal relations. I shall miss him greatly. We are poorer for his loss, but heaven is enriched by his presence there.
